
Deliver More Product In Less Time — With Greater Insight

to cope with ever changing market demand and increased competition. Delivering on time and satisfying 

food safety standards, and maintain the traceability of goods throughout the supply chain.

Business Intelligence for Tangible Results
+  Ensure timely deliveries with scheduling and route optimization.

+   
detailed reports.

+  Protect food safety during transport with Driver ID and  
temperature tracking.

+ Schedule maintenance to prevent costly vehicle downtime.

+ Improve driver safety with in-vehicle coaching.

Food and  
Beverage 
Fleet Management Solution

GEOTAB AFRICA
management by measurement



Geotab Open Platform for Telematics

Improve Driver Safety

+ Risk & safety reports
+  In-vehicle, proactive coaching  

with customized messaging

+ Monitor seat belt use
+ Detect reverse driving

Manage Compliance 

+ HOS - Working hours
+ DVIR (Vehicle inspections)
+  Electronic logs for reduced 

paperwork

Do more with your data
+  Real-time Temperature Monitoring

+ Dispatching & Route Optimization

+ Interactive Dashboards

+ Vehicle Maintenance Management

+ Fuel Management geotab.com/marketplace

Geotab GO7 Telematics Device 
+ Fast GPS acquisition time 
+  Captures rich, second-by-second data
+ Ultra-accurate engine diagnostics
+ High-quality recording

Expandability

+ IOX Technology 
+  Temperature & weight 

tracking with partners
+  Accelerate accounts 

receivable
+ Mobile Apps
+  Open data integration  

with SDK

Optimize Fleets &  
Cut Fuel Costs

+ Improve fuel economy
+ Lower CO2 emissions
+ Decrease idling
+ Reduce speeding
+  Leverage engine  

diagnostics and alerts
+  Plan for vehicle maintenance

Enhance Productivity & 
Customer Service Time

+  View vehicles on a map in real-time, with 
“breadcrumb trail” detail

+  Create exception rules to improve driver 
productivity

+ Report on trips and activities

+  Match drivers to vehicles with Driver ID
+  Dispatch and message drivers dynamically
+ Route optimization
+  

management, proof of signature 

GEOTAB AFRICA
management by measurement

info@GeotabAfrica.com
www.GeotabAfrica.com

Facebook.com/GeotabAfrica
@GeotabAfrica
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